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Background
These slides summarize the results from the past four years of the annual Sustainable Design Trend Watch Survey, an online
survey that questions members of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) about sustainable design trends in
mechanical engineering and manufacturing. The survey gathers data from ASME members on how mechanical engineers and
manufacturers are practicing “green” or “eco” design and how sustainability in manufacturing is changing over time.
ASME and Autodesk, Inc. have worked closely on this research for the past four years to better understand the factors and
impacts of sustainable design on mechanical engineers and manufacturing businesses in industries including automotive and
transportation, industrial machinery, consumer products, and energy.

2012 Survey Methodology and Demographics
The survey was emailed to ASME professional and student members in the U.S. and responses were collected during a two-week
period that concluded in August 2012 (hence the survey results are labeled “2011”).
The professional survey consisted of 23 questions and generated nearly 4,470 responses. Approximately 61 percent of the
working engineer respondents had more than 20 years career experience. The student survey consisted of 15 questions and
generated 1,882 responses. 67 percent of the student respondents were in their undergraduate studies, with the remainder in
a Masters or PhD program.
The following tables present details from the surveys of working engineers and students.
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Professional Results
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How involved is your organization with
sustainability or sustainable technologies?
Total percentage involved

Not at all involved

Somewhat uninvolved

2011
2010
2009
2008

Neither involved nor uninvolved

Somewhat involved

Extremely involved
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In which of the following areas of sustainability
is your organization currently involved?
Products that require less packaging
Products that can be disposed of safely, including biodegradable
materials and packaging
Manufacturing processes that minimize the usage or production of
substances of concern
Manufacturing processes that produce less pollution
Manufacturing processes that use less energy and natural
resources

2011
2010
2009
2008

Designs with low carbon footprints
Designs with non-toxic materials
Designs that reduce material usage or waste in manufacturing
Designs that use renewable/recyclable/recycled materials
Designs that comply with Environmental Standards and Regulations
Designs that use less energy or reduce emissions
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Which of the following sustainable segments do
you consider to be the two most important?
Products that require less packaging

2011
2010
2009
2008

Products that can be disposed of safely, including biodegradable
materials and packaging
Manufacturing processes that minimize the usage or production of
substances of concern
Manufacturing processes that produce less pollution
Manufacturing processes that use less energy and natural resources
Designs with low carbon footprints
Designs with non-toxic materials
Designs that reduce material usage or waste in manufacturing
Designs that use renewable/recyclable/recycled materials
Designs that comply with Environmental Standards and Regulations
Designs that use less energy or reduce emissions
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In which of the following areas of sustainability
have you worked in the past year?
Products that require less packaging
2011

Products and packaging that can be disposed of safely, including those
made with biodegradable or compostable materials

2010
2009

Manufacturing processes that minimize the usage or production of
substances of concern

2008

Manufacturing processes that use less energy and natural resources

Designs with low carbon footprints

Designs with non-toxic materials

Designs that reduce material usage or waste in manufacturing

Designs that use renewable/recyclable/recycled materials

Designs that comply with Environmental Standards and Regulations

Designs that use less energy or reduce emissions
0%
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In which parts of your workflow do you address
sustainability?
80%
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2009
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Conceptual design
phase

Product design
engineering
New category in 2011
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Materials selection

Manufacturing
process selection

Reporting

Over the past year, approximately what portion
of all of your projects included specifications
that were based on sustainable and/or green
design principles beyond those mandated by
regulations?
Doesn’t apply to my circumstances

90% or greater

51% to 89%

2011
2010
2009
2008

11% to 50%

1% to 10%

0%
0%
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How does your organization balance priorities
that may impact the use of sustainable
methods?
Examples from 2012: “practices that improve safety”;
“clients interested in lifecycle vs cost”;
“sensitive waste disposal”; “LEED points”

Other (please specify)

We invest in sustainable design practices to make a statement with
some flagship products but not others.

We will spend extra to incorporate sustainable design practices in
most new products

2011
2010
2009
2008

We do not invest in sustainable design practices

We invest in sustainable design practices if they do not affect
throughput or cost of existing products

We invest in sustainable design practices only if they increase
throughput and cut costs of existing products/processes

We consider sustainable design practices for new products only if
they are cost-saving
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How do you expect that your organization’s
involvement in incorporating sustainable and/or
green design specifications into its work will
change in the coming year?
No change

Decrease a great deal
2011
2010
2009
2008

Decrease somewhat

Increase somewhat

Increase a great deal
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Outside of work, how interested are you
personally in green and sustainable information
and causes?
60%
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40%
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2010
2011
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Not at all
interested
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Somewhat
interested

Neutral

Somewhat
interested

Extremely
interested

Student Results
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How involved are you with sustainability or
sustainable technologies?
Not at all involved
2011
2010

Somewhat Univolved

2009
Neither Involved nor Uninvolved

2008

Somewhat Involved

Extremely Involved
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Which of the following sustainable segments do
you consider to be the two most important?
Products that require less packaging
Products that can be disposed of safely, including
biodegradable materials and packaging
Manufacturing processes that minimize the usage or
production of substances of concern
Manufacturing processes that produce less pollution
Manufacturing processes that use less energy and
natural resources

2011
2010
2009
2008

Designs with low carbon footprints
Designs with non-toxic materials
Designs that reduce material usage or waste in
manufacturing
Designs that use renewable/recyclable/recycled
materials
Designs that comply with Environmental Standards
and Regulations
Designs that use less energy or reduce emissions
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What kinds of projects are you involved in using
sustainability or sustainable technologies?
(Check all that apply.)
Products that require less packaging
Products that can be disposed of safely, including
biodegradable materials and packaging
Manufacturing processes that minimize the usage or
production of substances of concern
Manufacturing processes that produce less pollution
Manufacturing processes that use less energy and
natural resources
Designs with low carbon footprints

2011
2010

Designs with non-toxic materials
Designs that reduce material usage or waste in
manufacturing
Designs that use renewable/recyclable/recycled
materials
Designs that comply with Environmental Standards
and Regulations
Designs that use less energy or reduce emissions
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To what extent do you agree or disagree with
each of the following statements about the use
of sustainable and/or green design principles in
the design, production, and operation of
manufactured products?
Incorporating sustainable and/or green design
practices is too complex for my educational
institution
My school has a sustainable design class, program,
or assignment
2011
2010
2009
2008

Designing sustainable and/or green products
results in more product innovation
Projects that follow sustainable and/or green design
principles typically have higher design costs
The people I study with are increasingly interested
in sustainable and/or green design principles in
mechanical systems
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%100%
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Number of engineers

How does your school provide opportunities for
learning about sustainable design principles
and/or technologies? (Check all that apply.)
It doesn't

Extracurricular projects and/or competitions
Whole major / minors devoted to sustainable
engineering
2011
2010

Special assignments on sustainable engineering

Special elective classes on sustainable design

Sustainability is included in the standard curriculum
0%
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Outside of your engineering studies, how
interested are you personally in green and
sustainable information and causes?
Extremely interested

Somewhat Interested

2011
2010
2009
2008

Neutral

Not very interested

Not at all interested
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What is the primary motivation for your interest
in green and sustainable information and
causes?
Other, please describe

It sounds like an interesting topic to learn more
about

It will give me a competitive advantage when
applying for jobs

2011
2010

It is necessary in my career as an engineer

I want to do good in the world
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Autodesk, Autodesk Inventor, Inventor, and 3ds Max are registered trademarks or trademarks of Autodesk, Inc.,
and/or its subsidiaries and/or affiliates in the USA and/or other countries. All other brand names, product names, or
trademarks belong to their respective holders. Autodesk reserves the right to alter product and services offerings,
and specifications and pricing at any time without notice, and is not responsible for typographical or graphical errors
that may appear in this document.
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